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On the Power of Two-Dimensional Grammars Which 
Are Not Length Consistent 
WILLIAM l., GROSKY 
Compv_ter Science Department, Wayne State University, Detroit, .VIickigan 48202 
The shape regulated 2-dimensional matrix grammars of type 3 (SR21)M3 
grammars), and a subclass of them, the depth increasing SR2I)M3 grammars, 
are introduced. For each grammar in the latter class, we associate a l-dimen- 
sional language, called its column language. It is shown that an e-free language 
is regular iff it is a colunm language of a depth increasing SR2I)M3 grammar 
which is length consistent. The existence of a hierarchy between the regular and 
context-sensitive languages which are column languages ofnon-length consistent 
depth increasing SR21)M3 grammars is derived by formulating a machine 
characterization f these languages. Results concerning the structure of SR2DM3 
grammars arc also exhibited. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two-dimensional grammars were introduced by Siromoney, Siromoney and 
Krithivasan (1972, 1973) and further extended in Siromoney, Subramanian 
and Rangarajan (1977) and Krithivasan (1977) in order to generate rectangular 
patterns of terminal symbols. Wang and Grosky (1976) generalized this concept. 
In the latter paper, the notion of length consistency of the column rules was 
formulated. Although in their definitions, these rules were not required to be 
length consistent, all the grammatical examples in the paper had length con- 
sistent column rules, and, beyond defining this concept, it was not further 
explored. This paper initiates uch an exploration in the context of a vet more 
general formulation for matrix grammars. 
We introduce the so-called shape regulated 2-dimensional matrix grammars 
of type 3 (SR2DM3 grammars) and a suhclass of them, the depth-increasing 
SP,2DM3 grammars. For each grammar in the latter class, we associate a 
1-dimensional language, called its column language. We show that a language 
L _C X~ is regular iff it is a column language of a depth-increasing SR2DM3 
grammar which is length consistent. We also show the existence of a hierarchy 
between the regular and context-sensitive languages which are column languages 
of non-length consistent depth-increasing SR2DM3 grammars. This hierarchy 
is based on the number of terminal symbols in the SP,2DM3 grammar's row 
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grammar, and is shown via a machine characterization of these languages. 
This machine characterization is also used to derive some results concerning 
the structure of SR2DM3 grammars. 
2. t)RELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Our initial construct is that of the class of SR2DM3 grammars. These 
grammars will enable us to derive 2-dimensional rectangular patterns. In- 
formally, an SR2DM3 grammar consists of a single row grammar and n right- 
linear column grammars, where the start symbol of each column grammar 
is a unique member of the terminal vocabulary set of the row grammar, the 
cardinality of this set being equal to n. The application of columnar productions 
is synchronized via matrix rules, each matrix containing one production from 
each column grammar and a condition controlling the lengths of various columns. 
The row grammar is first used to generate a terminal string. I f  the ith 
position of this terminal string contains the start symbol of a particular column 
grammar, then this column grammar is the only one used to derive the ith 
column. Note that the same column grammar may be used to derive more 
than one column. A columnar matrix rule may be applied iff for each applicable 
column grammar, the nontcrminal on the left-hand side of its rule in the matrix 
is the last symbol in all columns which arc derived by the given grammar 
and the condition on the lengths of the given columns is true. The same produc- 
tion rule is used in all columns derivable by the same column grammar. 
More formally, 
DEFINITION 2.1. An SR2DM3 grammar G is a tuple (G, (71 ..... Gn, M), 
where, 
(1) G = (V, X, P, S), where, 
(a) V is a finite row alphabet 
(b) X is a finite set of row terminals 
(e) V - -  X is the set of row nonterminals, also denoted by N 
(d) P is a finite set of row productions, which may be of type j ,  for 
0 ~ j~<3.  
(e) S ~ N is the row start symbol 
(2) n = i2;i 
(3) For 1 ~ i ~< n, G, -- (V,:, Z'~, P , ,  S,), where, 
(a) Vi is a finite column alphabet 
(b) Z' i is a finite set of column terminals 
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(c) ]7"i - -  Z i is a set of colunm nonterminals, also denoted by Ni  
(d) Pi is a finite set of r ight- l inear column productions 
(e) S i e N~ ch Z' is a colunm start symbol 
(4) For  1 ~-.'- i /-- j 4~ n, Ni ~ Ns -= 
(5) For  ! ~Lk ~n,  NknN:= ~: 
(6) M is a finite set of ordered (n -]- l ) -mples (Pl  ...... p,, ,  0), wherc, for 
1 :<~ j <4. n, p~ ~ Pj and 0 is a well-formed formula (wff) of the language 3L ,  
over the proposit ional variables {F 1 ..... F.}, where wits are defined as follows: 
(a) "T"  and "F"  are wffs 
(b) (F; relI,'k) is a wff, where I ~< j, k ~:~ n and rel e l " : , " ,  "<"}  
(c) I f  W is a wff then ~W is a wff 
(d) I f  W I and W2 are wffs then (W1 ^ W2) and (/4"1 v IV2) arc wffs 
Also, for each (PI .... , p,, , 0) e 34, if one of the p/s is a nonterminal rule, then 
they all are. 
DEn~xn'lo~ 2.2. The  row language of G, R(G), is the set of non-empty 
words which can be derived from the row grammar G. Thus,  R(G) = {w ,v E Z'+ 
and S -->~ w}. 
DF.IrlNITION 2.3. A partialpattern overG is a partial fnnction a: {1,2,..., r~} × 
{1,2 ..... c~}--+ V 1 U "-" W V , ,  for r , ,  c~ positive integers, r~ is called the 
row dimensian of ~, while c a is called the column dhnension of ~. Informally, 
a partial pattern is an r~ × c~ grid whose lattice points are eithe, labelled with 
symbols from the column grammars G 1 ..... G,, or are un label led- -corresponding 
to ~ undef ined at that point. A proper partial pattern, ~, over G,  is a partial 
pattern over G such that, 
(1) For  some 1 :~:~j ~ c~, ~(, '~,j)  is defined 
(2) For  each 1 : :~j  ::~-" c~, there is a 1 ~p l  i ::~-~ r~ such that, 
(a) c~(p l j , j )  ~ V~,  for somc 1 < k:~ ~ n 
(b) For  1 ~ a < p ls ,  a (a , j )  ~_ Zl,: , for h~ as above 
(c) For  plj < a ~ r~, ~(a,j) is undcfined 
(3) For  I ~ i :/: j  ~ c,, if ki - -  hj then p l l  = Pls 
We call the above value o fp l~ the.final place of the j th  column and the ahove 
valuc kj thc index of the j th  column. Informally, a propcr partial pattern ovcr G 
is a rectangular grid whose j th  column consists of a string over Z71*.NI,. ~u L'x.+. 
Property  1 above says that the row dimension of ,-~ should be the max imum 
size of any column. Not ice that the final places of all columns of ~ with the 
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same index are the same. A ternffnal part ia lpattern r over G is a partial pattern 
over G such that, for 1 ~<i~r ,  and I ~ j~c , ,  if r ( i , j )  is defined then 
r ( i , j )  c= Z 1 u "" u Z~.  A terminal pattern r over G is a terminal partial pattern 
overG such that for 1 ~ i ~ r, and I ~<.j ~. c , ,  r ( i , j )  is defined. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let m ~- (px ,.--, P,,, 0) and c~ be a proper partial pattern 
over G. We say that matrix m is applicable to c~ iff, for Plx ,p12 ..... pl% the 
final places of the G columns of c~ and k I , k~ ..... kc~ the indices of these columns, 
we have, 
(1) For 1 --.~3--< " ~Q c . . . .  a(plj j)e Nz.., That is, the final place of each 
column is labelled with a nonterminal from its respective column grammar. 
(2) For i ~ j  -~" , v G production p~. has as its left-hand side the non- 
terminal a(pl j  , j) 
(3) Let t/.{.,: {I ..... n}--+ {1,2,...} be the partial function which maps 
1 ~ i ~ n into the final place of the columns of c~ whose index is i. We now 
evaluate the truth value of 0 over the three valued logic {T, F, col--co represents 
the truth value undefined--as follows: 
(a) For each sub-wff of 0 of the form, 
substitute the truth value of, 
F~- rel F~ 
~/~(j') rel t/~(k) 
- -T  or F - - i f  ~( j )  and ~P~(k) are both defined, else substitute ~o. Call the 
final result 0~. 
(b) Find EV(O~,), the evaluation of 0~ with respect o the truth tables 
shown in Tables 1, 2, 3. 
TABI,E 1 
Truth Table for 'And' 
T F 
T T F 
F F F F 
w F 
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'FABLE 2 
Truth Table for 'Or' 
3" F ~o 
T 
F T 
T 
T T T 
F co 
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TABI,E 3 
Truth Table fi~r 'Not' 
T F 
F T 
Then EV(O~) must be T. 
Suppose nz ..... (Pa ..... p,, , O) ~ M and c~ is a proper partial pattcrn over G 
such that matrix m is applicable to c~. We now define the partial pattern 
which results from this application of m and write ~ ~-6 ~. The  relations 
;~'a and ~.~ are defined as usual. Let P l l  ,p12 ..... pl~ , k 1, k.2 ..... h~ be as 
• c¢ 
above. Let z =: max{aj ]aj is the length of the r ight-hand side of production p~-, 
for j ~ {k~, k,, ..... k%}}. That  is, z is the length of the longest r ight-hand side 
of a production in m which can actuallv be used. Then,  r~ = r~ --  z - -  1 
andc~, := c~. For 1 ~G.j ~c~ and 1 ~<dj <p l ; ,  we havef l (d ; , j )  = c,(d;, j) .  
Lett ing the r ight-hand side of production p~. be 71 ,..., Yt , we also have, 
l•¢l•--Pl i+l 
8(d j , j )  ::- tundefined 
if pl ;  ~ dj <~ pl s t - -  1 
if p l j  i t - -  1 <d j  ~r B 
DEFINITION 2.5. An initial pattern a over G is a partial pattern over G 
such that r~.. ---: 1, cu :.1;-~ 1 and 
o(1, l) rr(I, 2) "'" a(1, c~,) ~ R(G),  
the row language of G. The  rectangular language defined by an SR2DM3 
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grammar G, RL(G), is defined as {r ! ~ is a terminal pattern over G and cr ~ r 
for o an initial pattern over G). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. We will now illustrate the above concepts with an example 
based on those found in XVang and Grosky (1976). Let G1 = (G, Gl,  G2, M), 
where, 
(1) G --  ({So, $1, $2,  a, b}, {a, b}, {S O -+ aS1, ~-~1 -->" aS1, $1 -~" bS2, 
S 2 --~ bS~, S 2 ~ aS1, S 1 ~ a), SO) 
(2) GI --.:: ({a, x, -}, {x, "}, {a --,- -a, a --~ '}, a) 
(3) G2 = ({b, x, "}, {x, .}, {b -,- xb, b --,. x}, b) 
(4) :11 :-- {(a ~ "a, b --+ xb, T), (a -~- ", b --.- x, T)}. 
Then, the row language, R(GI):=-a--(b~a+)*a. Considering the initial 
pattern 
[aabbbaa], 
we see that the indices k 1---:/h =k6 =kT----  1, while k z=k 4 : :k  5 =2.  
Matrix rule (a -~ "a, b-~-xb, T) is applicable to this pattern, resulting in the 
partial pattern, 
" "XXX" "] 
aabbbaaJ" 
Continuing in this fashion, we see that the pattern, 
Another initial pattern is, 
from which we can derive, 
" "XXX"]  
• "xxx"|  ~ RL(GI).  
" "XXX" "J 
[aa], 
This example is not very complex, but 
be found in Wang and Grosky (1976). 
more interesting examples may 
DEFINITION 2.6. An SR2DM3 grammar G ==- (G, G 1 ..... G , ,  M) is length 
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cons is tent  iff for each m- - : (p l  .... ,p , ,0 )  -=(u 1--~v 1 , . . . ,u . - -+%,0)  cM,  
Notice that the grammar G1 of Example 2.1 is length consistent. Then, 
notice the columns of the terminal patterns we generated, namely xxx  and ---. 
In general, the only columns that are generated via G1 are {x} ~ and {'}+. Notice 
that {x}+u {'}+ is a regular language. Now consider, 
EXAMPLF 2.2. Let G2 =- (G, GI, G2, 31), where, 
(1) G :=({S ,  T,a,b}, {a,b}, {S--+ab, S-+abT,  7'---~aT, T- ,bT ,  
T--* a, T- - -  b}, S) 
(2) GI -- ({a ,a~,a , , ,a  a ,x ,y} ,  {x,y}, {a- , -y : 'y ,  a - - ,xa~,  a - -+xa  a, 
a 1 --> xa  1 , a 1 --* xa,e,  a.~ --+ yyaz ,  a 2 - --,- y ,  a 2 ---,- yaa, a a ~ xaa ,  a a --+ x}, a)  
(3) G2 : : ({b,  b l ,b2 ,ba ,s , t} ,  {s,t}, {b-+sss,  b- , sssb l ,  b~sssbo ,  
bx -+  ssbl , b 1 --+ ssbo , b2 -~ sb., , be - - ,  sba , bo .... s, b a -~  tb a , b.~ ~ t}, b) 
(4) :1// -{(a---~33'3', b- - *  sss, T) ,  (a ~ xa  1 , b ~ sssb~, T ) ,  (a -~ xa . , ,  
b --* sssb 2 , T) ,  (a~ -+ xa~,  b~ ~ ssba,  T), (a~- , xa.2, b , - - *  ssb2,  T ) ,  (a,, - ,  yya2, 
be - ,  sb.z, T), (a 2 -+ y ,  be -+ s, 7'), (a e - ~ yaa, b,_, --~ sea, _b i = Fz), (a a -* xa~,  
b a --, tb a , T), (a 3 --+ x, b a .... t, T)}. 
A sample derivation from the initial pattern [ab] is, 
[a b] =- [, [i s] -X "i' ,' S 
az ;-:" " ~ v 
a2 V b2 b2_] 
2 2 
At this point, we may apply the matrix rule (a 2 -~yaa ,  b 2 ~ sba,  F 1 .... F,,) 
as the final places of the two columns are equal. Notice that this rule cannot 
be applied to the second proper partial pattern in the above derivation. Con- 
tinuing the derivation, we get, 
X S 
~,' S 
t-> ,, $ 
[Y 
".1%-" v s 
a2 _ aa ba 
;-x s 
I" 
I 3' 
!y  
3' sl  
s t ]  
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The derivation, 
[a b] I" 81 
b., 
X 
Y :1 
does not produce a pattern in RL(G2), as the last pattern, even though it is a 
terminal partial pattern, is not a terminal pattern. 
I f  the tcrminal pattern ~- is dcrivable from 
[ab], 
then the first column of r is of the form x"), 2'*~axm, while the second column 
is of the form r~'~3t '', for n, m/> 0. It is easily seen that these are the only 
columns capable of being generated. Notice that {x"yZ":'~x~"in, m >~ 0} u 
{r~"*at~"n, m ~ 0} is a context-free language which is not regular. Notice 
also that G2 is not length consistent. 
DEFINITION 2.7. An SR2DM3 grammar G is robust iff each word of its 
row language includes all of its row terminal symbols. Note that if G = 
(G, G 1 ,..., G,,, _,'14) is robust then for each 0, where (p: ..... p,  , 0) G M, we have 
EV~(0) ~ {T, F} for any proper partial pattern c~ over G. G is depth increasing 
with respect o Gs, 1 ~ j~n,  iff every matrix m =(p l  ..... p , ,0 )  eY l  is 
such that p~ is neither an e-rule nor a single production rule--i .e.,  a rule of 
the form A ~ B, for A and B nonterminals. G is depth increasing iff it is depth 
increasing with respect o Gj for some 1 ~ j / n. = , .~ Let A {G ' G is a robust, 
depth increasing SR2DM3 grammar}. In this paper, we concern ourselves 
only with grammars in A. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let G = (G, G l ..... Gn, M) a A. The column language 
of G, Col(G) = [,.){wlw appears as a column, gcnerated by G i ,  of some 
terminal pattern ~-c RL(G), where G is depth increasing with respect to Gi}. 
3. R~tn.'rs 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose G ==(G,G,  ..... G,,zVI)~_A, for G , (V , I ,P ,S ) .  
Let G' ~- (V', I ,  P', S'), L(G') v~ Z, andG' -- (G', G: ,..., G , ,  M). I fG 'cA ,  
then Col(G') = Col(G). Also, if either of G, G' is length consistent, the other 
is too. 
Proof. This follows directly from the definitions in Section 2. Q.E.D. 
Wc now prove a thcorem which was illustrated in Example 2.1. 
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TI-IF.OREM 3.1. A language L ~ 22'- is regular iff L = Col(G) for some length 
consistent G E A. 
Proof. IF:  Suppose G ~ (G, G 1 ..... G,  , M)  ~A is length consistent. We 
want to show that Col(G) is regular. 
Let G = (V ,{S  1 ..... S ,} ,P ,S ) .  Consider H =({S ,S  l , .  S,}, {,S" 1 ..... " ' 
{S . . . .  5", ' S,}, S). By I ,emma 3.1, if G I  . (It, G~ ..... G . . . .  ~4), we have 
Col(G 1) == (;ol(G). 
Le tG2=(H,G~ ..... G , ,M l ) ,whereMl  =M- -{mm-- (p ,  ..... ,p~,,O) cM 
and 0 evaluates to F under the assignment of truth values ~., which is such 
that ~(F,. re lFa. ) :  : F iff re lc{" -<"}}.  Then  we havet hat RL(GI)  = RL(G2) 
and Co I (G1) := Col(G2) since the matrices m = (Pl .... ,pn ,O)  which are 
removed from M arc such that EV(O~O ~ F for all proper partial patterns c~ 
over G l - -and  hence over G2- -wh ich  are derivable fi'om some initial pattern 
over Gl-----and hence over G2- -and  so arc not applicable to c, anyway. Th is  
is because GI  and G2 are length consistent and thus the final places of each 
column of a are the same. Notice also that if m -- (Pl ..... p,~, 0) ~ MI  then 
EV(O,) -- T for such an c~. We may thus show that Co1(G2) is regular. 
Since G2 is length consistent and is depth increasing with respect to G,. 
for i c/3 ._C {I ..... n},/3 /- ~ ,  it is seen that G2 is depth increasing with respect 
to G i ,  for all 1 ~ j ~ n. Thus  
Col(G2) = [,.) L j ,  
where I,; : {w there is a terminal pattern r e RL(G2) such that c~ = n, j is 
the index of the j th  column of r and w := r ( I , j )  "'" r(r~,j)}.  
For 1 -<_ j "--.~ n, let Gj = (1/',-, Xj., P j ,  &) and define lq  - {zv w ~ L ~- and 
either 
(P l  .... , PJ-1, N --+ w, p,...t ..... p .  , 0) e M 1 
or  
(Pl .... , PJ-1, A'l ~ w;\'2 , P~-t ..... p,, , O) C MI}. 
We now define a regular grammar J - (Vs ,  I s ,  l ' s ,  S j), where, 
([) Vj =~ V 1 × "- >: V,,. For NeNj ,  let :\:"/ be tile ith component 
of A:, for I --.~ i :-~ 11. 
(2) L'j =. I'V 1 X " '  x W,,. For w e X j ,  let z~ "") be the ith component  
of w, for 1 ~ i ,L  n. 
(3) P :  := {N- -+ w j (N  'x' --~ w" '  . . . . . .  V ~', --+ w ' " ,  0) ~ MI}  to {N~ . w:\'o [ 
(~\-~1; .zcm ,~rm ;\rl"' , wO*' Nl ' ' ,  O) ~ M I} . .Not ice  that w m . . . .  2 2 ''"~ -" 
ia:  °') >0 in  both sets. 
(4) S ,  = (S, ...... S=). 
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It is straightforward to show that z = w 1 ... w, eL ( J )  iff r E RL(G2), where 
c, : :n ,  r, = lw~l 1) " "+ [w~ x) i, and for I ~ j~<n,  r ( I , j ) ' " r ( r , , j ) - -  
w~l j) "'" w~ j). Thus, dcfining a homomorphism hi: Z'j--~ X~. + by h~(w) -wU) ,  
we have that Lj .... hj(L(J)) and thus L~. is regular, which, in turn, implies that 
Col(G2) is regular. 
ONLY IF:  Supposc L _C Z"  is rcgular. Then there is a regular grammar 
G :: (V ,X ,  P, S) such that L(G) -  L and P contains ncither e-rules nor 
single production rules. Consider thc SR2DM3 grammar 
G = (({S', S}, {S}, {S' -+ S}, S'), G, M) 
where m e M,--~ m - (p, T) for p E P. 
It is easily seen that G c-A and L = Col(G). G is also length consistent. 
Q.E.D. 
From Example 2.2, we know that this theorem is false if we relax the hypothesis 
of length consistency. In order to explore this in more detail, we introduce 
an automata-theoretic characterization of column languages. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A quasi-realtime (k, n)-counter machine ((k, n) -QRTCM) 
M is a 7-tuple (Q, Z', F, 8, q0, Z, F), where 
(l) Q is a finite set of states 
(2) Z' is a finite input vocabulary 
(3) /" - {Z, c} is a 2 symbol counter vocabulary 
(4) I.et 'P" --: {c k} t_) {dZ i 0 ~ j -~ k -- I}. Then 
8: Q x 2 x 7 j "  ~ 2 °xlr*)" 
is the state transition function, which is such that for, 
(q2, (d~ 1) • d (1) d ~") (") • . j ,  . . . . .  , . . .  a~,  )) ~ ~(q l ,  a ,  (~  , . . . ,  ~ , ) ) ,  
ifj~ ~ 1 for 1 ~ i -~ n, then d~ ° ... "s,--~a(i) ~ c* and, dJ~ ) is the last symbol offi~ 
This means that "Z"  is always the bottom counter symbol and cannot appear 
elsewhere in the stack. Erasing is not precluded. 
(5) q0 e Q is the initial state 
(6) Z ~ I" is the bottom counter symbol 
(7) V _C Q is a set of final state,,'. 
Let O ~- {cJZl j  >/0} u {e}. An hlstantaneous description of 19I is an element 
of Q x Z'* x O ~. For pl, p2 instantaneous descriptions of M, we write 
pl ~--M p2 if 
pl := (ql, a t ' "  at ,  (/3D', .... , [3n~n)) 
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for t )~: l, 81 ..... 8.  e W and fi1~/1 . . . . .  fln~n C O and 
p2 = (q2, a., "" at , ( .~q ..... , an)',)) 
where (q2, (:t, ..... an) ) e 6(ql, a~, (ill ..... /3,)). :*M and .--M are defined as 
usual. The language accepted by M tgv final state, "I'(M), is 
{w i a' ~ LT×, (q0, .w, (Z,..., Z)) :-.~i (q, e, (~x ..... an)) for q E F}. 
The language accePted by M by empty store, N(M), is 
{w ] w~PZ +, (qO, w, (Z,.. . ,Z)) ~ (q, e, (e ..... e))}. 
I f  L ~ X + is such that L = N(M) for M a (k, n)-QRTCM, we call L a (k, n)- 
QRTCII/I language. Thus, a (k, n) -QRTCM is a realtime nondeterrninistic 
counter machine with n countcrs which can decrement each counter up to k 
symbols per move. 
L~MMa 3.2. I f  L C_L ~ is a (k, n)-QRTCM language, then it is a (], n)- 
QRTCM language. 
Proof. Suppose L := N(M) for M a (k, n)-QRTCM. We want to construct 
a (1, n) -QRTCM 1~1 such that L == N(M1). M1 is constructed by the standard 
technique of coding k counter symbols of l~I into one "compound" counter 
symbol of M1. Thus, if a counter of M I  is as, 
C 
C 
Z 
Fro. I. Coded counter for (1, n)-QRTCM. 
this will correspond to a count of 2k + r, where 0 ~ r ~ k -- I, on the corre- 
sponding counter of 1~I. The value r is kept in the state of MI .  See Fischer, 
Meyer and Rosenberg (1968) for details. Q.E.D. 
Now for our characterization f column languages. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G ~= (G, G 1 ,..., Gn, M) ~ A for n ~ 2. Then 
Col(G) is a (l, n -  I ) -QRTCM language. 
Proof. Suppose G is depth increasing with respect o Gi for i ~ t3 C {l ..... n}, 
/3 --/=- .7... Assuming G == (V, {S 1 ..... S,}, P, S), define GO -: ({S, St ..... S,,}, 
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{'~'1 ... . .  S,,}, {S ~ S~ . .  S,,}, S). By Lemma 3.1, letting GI  = (G0, G 1 ..... 
G,,, M), we have Col(G1) == Col(G). We may thus show that Col(G1) is a 
(1, n -- I ) -QRTCM language. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may express Col(GI) as U j~L~,  where 
Lj ~- {w there is a terminal pattern r c RL(G1) such that c, == n, j is tim 
index of the j th column of z and w = z( l , j )  "-- z(r , , j )}.  As is easily seen, 
(k, n)-QR' I 'CM languages are closed under union, and thus it suffices to show 
that i f j~ ,8  then L~ is a (1, n -  I ) -QRTCM language. 
We are going to define a (d, n --  1)-QRTCM in which each counter keeps 
track uf the difference in length between a particular pair of columns of all 
proper partial patterns generated via G1, and then use Lemma 3.2 to get our 
result. We are going to arrange it so that even though we know the differences 
in length between only n --  1 pairs of columns of a particular partial pattern, 
given any 2 columns of this pattern, we will be able to determine which column, 
if any, is larger than the other. This can be done since the particular pair of 
columns whose difference in length the ith counter is representing will not 
be fixed. In fact, it will change in such a way as to give us, when scanning 
the n --  1 counters and their assigned columns from the 1st to the (n --  l)st, 
a correct total ordering of the columns with respect to their lengths. Thus, 
to determine the relationship between a particular pair of columns, it will 
suffice to know the relative positions of all the counters in which they participate. 
As an example, consider the top of Fig. 2. Itere n := 5 and the particular 
columns whose difference in length a given counter is representing are written 
underneath this counter, the longest column, if any, being written on the 
right. In this example, for a i ,  1 ~ i ~< 5, the length of column i, we have that 
aa = a2 -- 3, a I =.= a 3 -- 1, a s = a 1 and a 4 = a~ -i 2. Thus, if the string 
"23154" were part of the state, which it is going to be, and the top symbol 
of each counter were known--here, the top symbols of counters 1, 2, and 4 
are "c", while the top symbol of counter 3 is "Z" - -we  would know the relative 
sizes of any 2 columns. Suppose now that column 4 remains the same length, 
while columns 1, 2, 3 and 5 increase by 2, 8, 1 and 4, respectively. One possible 
new configuration is shown at the bottom of Fig. 2, where the string "31425" 
would now be part of the state. 
] .et 
d : :  1 -~- max {d,a,m I d~,m - II ~ I - -  I ~* Ii 
mcM^l . -2~s<t<n " " " 
where 
m ==(Nl-~c~1 ..... ix,:, ~c~,,0) 6M} 
and 
max {I ~.~ I ' -  I I m = ( :% -+ ,~1 ,..., N ,  -~  ~, ,  O) c m) .  
g --= "meM^l ,~,s:£~n 
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We will  now define our (d, n - -  1 ) -QRTCM M = (Q, Z', F, 8, qO, Z, ~)  such 
that L~ = N(M¢). We let, 
(1) Q = {(A1 ..... An,  m, h, ~) Lfor i ~< s ~< n, As eNs ,  the nonterminal  
alphabet of Gs ,  m e M w {e}, 0 ~< h ~< g and a: {1 .... , n} -~ {1,..., n} which is 
1-1 and onto} u {ql}- Informally,  M being in state (A 1 ,..., An,  e, O, a) and 
having a count of c 1 ,..., c,_1 on its n - -  1 counters corresponds to G1 generating 
a proper  partial pattern a in which, for 1 <~ s <~ n, if p l s  is the final place 
of the sth column, we have, 
(a) For  1 ~< s ~< n, a (p l s ,  s) = As 
(b) For  l ~< s ~ n - -  1, plo(s+:) - -p l~(~l = cs.  
For  the situation depicted at the top of Fig. 2, n -= 5, ~(1) = 2, e(2) =- 3, 
e(3) = 1, e(4) = 5 and o(5) = 4. State ql and states q =/= ql whose components 
m = e and h = 0 are called base states. 
(2) 2 = 2:, 
(3) v = {z, c} 
(4) q0=(S1 .... ,S . ,e ,  0, az ) ,where for l  <~s <~n, al(S) =s  
(5) 8 is defined as follows. Suppose m = (N  1 --+ % ..... N .  --~ an,  0) e M 
and q -= (A~ .... , Nn ,  e, 0, or)e Q. Now, 0 tells us whether to apply m to a 
given proper  partial pattern a based on comparisons of the lengths of the 
columns of a. According to the previous discussion, these comparisons wil l  
be reflected in the state q of the device and the contents of its n - -  I counters. 
Thus,  we need only evaluate the truth of 0 relative to a given state and to the 
tops of the n - -  1 counters. Let  q e Q be as above and C = (/3: ..... f t . - l )  
W'~-: = ({c a} U {cSZ [ 0 ~ s <~ d - -  1}) n-:. Define Oq, c as the wff result ing 
from 0 by subst i tut ing for each sub-wff  of the form, 
Fs rel Ft , 
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an element ruth ~ {T ,F} ,  where t ruth is defined as follows, 
(a) Suppose (r-l(s) = a- l ( t ) .  (Thus, s ~- t.) Then t ruth :-= T i f f  rel 
is "--"-- 
(b) Suppose ~ l(s) < a-l(t). Then t ruth - • T i f f  either (rel is "<"  
and one of/3~-1(s) ..... fl,-,(t)-i starts with a "c") or (rel is "="  and each of 
/~-lcs) .... , f~o-~(0 1 is "Z" ) .  
(c) Suppose (r-l(s) > a l(t). Then t ruth = T iff rel is "="  and each 
of/3~-l(t) .... ,/~o-1(s)_1 is "Z".  
Now define the truth value of 0 relative to C as EU(Oq,c) , where EV is as in 
Definition 2.4. We now proceed to define 3. Suppose m == (N 1-~ aL ..... 
N,, ~ , ,O)~M.  
Case 1. %- :=a~£) .  
Consider 
i r q = (A 1 ..... N , ,e ,  0, ~) ~ Q 
and C as above. We do the following only i f  EV(Oq.c)  ~= T. We put 
(q , ,  (71 ..... ~,,_~)) e ~(q, a, c ) ,  
where, for 1 ~s~n- - l ,  
e if the final symbol of fls is "Z"  and 
~,~ ~- !fl~ [ - -  1 - -  [ c~o(, 0 ! - -  ~ ~o(~.-a) [ 
fls otherwise. 
Case 2. o~j = a 1. ."  a t ~ l~-: for t ~2 .  
Consider q, C as above. We do the following only i f  EV(Oq.c) ~- T. We put 
((Nx ..... Nn,  m, I, a), C) 6 8(q, ax, C). 
For2~k ~<t - -  l, weput  
((N x ..... N , ,  m, k, a), C) E 3((:\~ ..... N~, m, k -- 1, (~), ak, C). 
We also put 
(q t ,  ()'~ ..... 7, -1 ) )  E 3 ( (2~]  . . . . .  2~,  m,  t - -  l ,  (7), a t ,  C ) ,  
where, for I ~ s ~ n, Ys is as in Case I. 
Case 3. ~,~ = alqi E l~V~. 
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Consider q, C as above. We do the following only i f  EV(O,.c) .-.- T. We put 
((-'N~I ,'", :'~',, e, O, ~), (71 ..... 7,,-1)) 6 3(q, a, C) 
where, for 1 ~ s ~ n, :~;~ is the last symbol (nonterminal) of as, and where 
the definitions of 71 .... , Y,-1 and c~ are postponed to Case 4. 
Case 4. % = a 1 ... at;.~r,, e X/: b} for t ) 2. 
Consider q, C as above. We do thc following only i f  EV(Oa,c) : = T. Wc put 
((.,,,-1 .... , x , ,  ,,,, I, ~,), c )  ~_ ~(q, a~,  c ) .  
For2  ~k  ~t - -  1, we put 
((:\'1 ..... - \ , , ,  ,,,, k, o-), C)  G ,~((X, ..... & , ,  m, k - l, ~), a~, C) .  
We also put 
((~'~r 1 .... , :~,~ , e, O, 6), (71 ..... 7,-t))  E 8(( /\" 1 ..... : \", ,  m, t - -  I, ~), a t ,  C) 
where, for I ~ s ~ n, -'Ns is the last symbol (nonterminal) of % and 7x ..... 7,~-1 
and O are defined below. 
In Case 3 and here, we start in base state (N 1 ..... N ,  , e, O, c~) with counter 
contents/~1;~1 ..... /~_..aZ,_t E {c"Z i s ~ 0}, the initial configuration, and want to 
end up in base state (2~rt ,..., i~r~, e, O, d) with counter contents ~1 ..... ~ .a  
{c~Z s ~ 0}, the f inal  configuration. In line with the previous discussion on 
what the functions ~r and ~ mean and what the counters' contents correspond 
to, we want the following to be true. Let 1 ~ r < s ~. n and suppose cr-t(r) < 
cr-t(S). (A similar argument can be made if ~ l(r) > cr 1(s).) This should 
correspond to GI  generating a proper partial pattern where the sth column 
is larger than the rth column by 
*~.~ :-: (I ~o-1~,~o- ,~ [ - 1) + . . . .  i- (I 3~-,~.~,_,,~o-,<~,._~ I - 1). 
Suppose now that m = (N 1 --* a t .... , N ,  --~ a,~, 0) is applicable to this pattern. 
The resulting proper partial pattern will be such that the length of the sth 
column minus the length of the rth column is z,.r ~- i % - -  ' % !. I f  z~.,. 2_ 
i%1- -  %! <0,  then we want 6 l(s) <dr- t ( r )  and 
~- ([ -z~-~rl 1 I - -  l )  = - (z .~. , .  + ~,  - ,  ~ !). 
I f  zs, r . % - - l  at i : ~ O, then we may have either d - t ( s )< 8-1(r) or 
dr l(r) <: dr--1(s), as long as, letting rain : -  min(c) l(s), 6-t(r)) and max 
643/44.1z-8 
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max(6-X(s), 6-t(r)), ~,,i, - -  -- ~ma=-I :~ Z. Otherwise, if zs. ,  + i as ] - -  
]a r ] > 0, we want 6-1(r) < 6-X(s) and 
(1 ~ro-lm i - -  1 ) -F  "'" ÷ (1 ~-o-,,,)-1 [ - -  I )  = z,.,. + I " ,  I - I~ ,  I. 
We want to show that the capacity for popping up to d symbols from each 
counter suffices for defining 7'a ..... 7'n--a and 6 from /31 ..... fl~-t, ~, and m 
such that 7'1A1 : - I t  ..... 7'n-ahn-1 = ~n-1. Call counter s in the initial con- 
figuration, I ~ s ~ n -- l, special iff I /9~ ! > d. It is only the special counters 
that may give us trouble, as we may have to pop more than d counter symbols 
from them. We will show this is never the case. I f  each counter in the initial 
configuration is not special then it is easily seen that we may define 3 appro- 
priately. Suppose, therefore, that there are r ~ 1 special counters in the initial 
configuration. Specifically, let these be the ixth ..... irth counters, for 1 --<. i, < 
... < i,. ~ n -- 1. These r indices will determine r {- 1 ranges of indices in 
the following manner. Let 
and 
R, =- {~(1) ..... ~(i,)}, 
R~..-=- {~(¢-a + l),..-, a(ik)}, for 2 ~< k ~ ,', 
R,+~ .... {or(i,.-t- 1),..., ~r(n)). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
For an illustration, see Fig. 3. Here, r -- 3, i I = 2, & == 4, & == 5, Rx = {7, 1}, 
R 2 --- {4, 2}, R 3 --  {6}, and R, =-: {3, 5}. 
(7,11 
SPECIAL COUNTERS 
i _  , . . . .  i L 
(1,4) (4,21 (2,6) 16,3) 
FIG. 3. Ranges of counters. 
I i 
(3,5) 
CLAIM I. The sequence 6(1),..., 6(n) is the same as the sequence/)1 ..... /)r,1, 
where for 1 ~ i ~< r i 1,/)i is some permutation of Ri  • 
Proof. We will show that for I ~<s <t -~r+ 1, i f k leR~ and k2eR,  
then 6-X(kl) < 6 l(k2), which implies our result. Now, the above hypothesis 
implies that under the correspondence previously mentioned, the difference 
in lengths between the k2nd and klst columns of some proper partial pattern 
is strictly greater than (t - -  s)d. Thus, in the previously used notation, Zkr % > 
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(t - - -  s)d. But, i :xq [ - i c% I ->- - -d,  and thus zq.l:o. ~ i a/,., '; -- ~k 2 > 
(t - -  s - -  l )d  ~ 0, and in the resulting proper partial pattern, the k2nd column 
is still longer than the k ls t  column, which implies that 6 - I (k l )  < d-t(k2) .  
Q.E.D.  
CLAIM 2. We have to pop at most d symbols off of an)' counter in order 
to transform the initial configuration to the final configuration. 
Pro@ l ,et 1 ~ s-'_<_ r. Suppose the count on the special counter i ,  is 
count ".-- d. By Claim 1, it suffices to show that if kl e R s and k2 ~ R t then 
zq.1~ -c i e~ G ] - -  a~, 2 ] ~ count - -  d. But zlq.~:~ ~ count and, as above, ] ~xq ~ - -  
:: %2 ] > -d ,  which implies our result. Q.E.D.  
We will now show how to define 8 appropriately. Recall that for C -= 
(ill ..... /~,, 1) e ~n- l ,  we put 
( (&  ,..., & ,  ~., 0, a), (r~ .... , r~ , ) )  e a(q, ~, c)  
in Case 3, and ((~\~ ..... : \ ' , ,  m, 1, ,~), C) e a(q, a, C) along with 
((X~ ,..., N , ,  m, h, o), C) e a((~\:~ ..... N, , ,  m,/~ -- l, ~), a,:, C) 
fo r2 -<. .k  ~(- . t - -  1 and 
( (&  ,..., & ,  e, 0, e), (r,  ..... r~ ~)) (s a((:\ ,  ,..., . \ ' , ,  ,,,, t, ~), a , ,  C) 
in Case 4. The  permutat ion 6- and Yl .... , Yn-, nmst now be defined. 
Note that counter i is special iff the last symbol of,8 i is "c".  Thus,  examining 
the top d symbols of each counter indicates whether or not it is special. Suppose, 
as before, that the special counters are the i lth,.. .  , i )h ,  for 1 ~ i t < ".  < 
i,. ~ n .... 1. Then,  the r - -  I ranges of indices are R, .... , R,.+I as defined in 
(3.1)-(3.3) above. Assume that in the base state (.,\'~ ,..., N, , ,  e, 0, a), we have 
counter contents fllA1 ,..., ~,,_11,~-1 ~ { c"Z s ~> 0}. These are also the counter 
contents in state (N  1 ..... :\',~, m, t --- 1, or) of Case 4. Note that if h ~ [i 1 ..... it} 
then Ak - e, while if k ~ {i I ..... i~}, then/?l~ = d .  
Th is  situation corresponds to G1 generating a proper partial pattern O, where, 
(a) i columnr.)u(l)! ==- a, for some a ;> 0 
k-1 
(b) ] columno o(k)[ = a + X~.t (/?;a~ ' - -  1) for 2 ---< k ~ n. 
After the matr ix rule (A~--* %~7 x ..... Nn--+ %~; , ,  0) is applied, we have 
a new partial pattern V, where, 
(a) ] co lumnv c,(l)i =- a i i %(,) i 
k--1 
(b) ] columnv ~(k)[ : :  a }- Y',=l (i fliA~ ] - -  1) - -  ] C~o(k) j for 2 ~:~ k ~-" 
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For  each range of indices R k , 1 ~ k -~ r -~- 1, /~k is the rearrangement 
of R/~ based on these new column lengths. Thus  a(u) precedes o(v) in /~k if 
u--1 v -1  
a -i- ~ (I/3~A; ! - 1) + I ~oc~) I < a T Y~ (I/3~A; I - -  1) + [ %(o I 
i=1  i=1 
This  reduces to 
or  
Now, the 
a(max(u, v)). 
or  
~._.[ 
Z 
i=~t 
(I/3~A~ I - 1) > I ~(~)  I - I ~(, , )  I if u < v 
u-1  
E 
i=V 
(I/3~a; I - 1) < I =,~.) I - I ~<~) [ if u > v 
only counter which might be special in this range is counter 
Thus,  the above rcduces to 
v-1  
( I /3 ,  I - 1) > [ =.(~> I - I ~<~) I 
i=zt 
if u<v 
Z (I/3~ I - I) > l ~<~:) I - I ~o(~) I if u > v 
i=v  
The rearrangement /~k of each range R k can thus be determined from 
knowledgc of the state (N  1 ,..., N , , ,  e, 0, a) and C--= (/31 ..... fl~-l). Th is  
rearrangement then defines the new permutat ion 6. 
Let /~k := {5(ik 1 + 1),-.., 6(i1~)} for 6": {l,..., n} --~ {l ..... n} ] - I  and onto. 
For  il,-1 + I ~ s < ik, we will now determine ),~. 
After the matr ix rule (N  1 --~ a 1 ,..., 2¥,, __~ an , 0) is applied, the non-negative 
count in counter s is 
] column v 6(s + l)l - -  i c° lumnv b(s)l 
:= ] column v a(s2) ] - -  [ column v o'(Sl) ] for i~_ 1 [- 1 ~ s t , s2 ~< ik 
& 
s2--! 
i . -1 
max (s 1 ,s,2)--I 
(I 3;~,. I - l )  
i=nllIl(sl,.¢ z ) 
rmLx(sl ,s2)- -  1
E 
i. - I / l ln (Sl, s, 2 ) 
since no counters in this range are special 
P 
,sy-I 
([/3, [ - -  1) -!-- [ %(.~0 I - -  I cM,pl  
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Originally, counter s contains fl~A~ =/3~,  since A~ ---- e. Thus,  we should let 
~s = cPZ,  where p can be determined from knowledge of the state (A" x .... , :V~, 
e, 0, a) and C : (fix .... , fi,.-~). 
I f  iz #- n, we now show how to find 7i  k .  There is then a range /~k~-x : :  
{6(ik [-  1),..., 6-(t)} for t c {it:~x, n}. After the matrix rule (2Y x ~ al ..... N,, --+ 
a. , 0) is applied, the non-negative count in counter i~: is 
I co lnmnv 6(i~ ~- l)] - ] column v 0(631 
- ] columnv ~(sz)l - I co lumnv ~(sa)i 
for ik_ 1 -{ 1 ~ s I ~ iz:, il: + 1 ~< S., ~ t 
.~2-- 1 ,SI--I 
i= l  
a 2-1 
i--,~ 1 
- -1 )T  %(s..) I - -  c~a(.~ a) l 
Now, for s x ~ i ~ s 2 --  1, i :/ ik, we have ~'i := e, while Ai. ~ ~'= e. Thus,  
': column v 6(ik -~- l)l - -  I co lumnv 6(i~,)1 
S2"- ] 
-_--= V ( I / L - I -  I) ~-I ~,~l---1%<~) I - 1%(,~) ? 
~='~1 
Before the above rule is applied, the non-negative count in counter i1~ is 
' f3i Aik ] - -  I. Thus,  the net change of count in counter ik is 
52--1 
( l~ ' l - l )  i~ .~) i - I%.o l .  
Call this integer . Now r > - -d.  We also have fli~ ---- ca. Thus,  put yi k ---- c a+" 
where, again, r can be determined from knowledge of the state (~\~ ..... N.,  
e, O, a) and C ---- (fix ..... fl,--a)- 
It is straightforward but  tedious to show the following. 
CLAIM 3. Let ~ be a proper partial pattern over G1 and p l  x , . . . ,pl , ,  the 
final places of its n columns. Suppose q = (,4 x ,..., A~,  e, 0, c~) ~ Q and 
c .... (~1 ..... ¢.__,) c (c,,z I s >/0)  ,,-x 
are such that, 
(a) For 1 ~<k ~n,  c~(p lk ,k ) -  A k .  
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(b) For  1 ~< s < t ~ n, for rain ' • min(p l  s, p l  t) and max ~ max(p l  ,., p i t ) ,  
. . . .  . . . .  , i  
max- -  rain = if ~r-l(t) < a l(s) 
.~o-~.) I - -  1 ) I  . . . . .  + ([ ~o- , .~-11 - 1) 
if a- l(s) < rr-1(t) 
Then,  (q, a~ "" a, . ,  C) ~-*Mj (q', e, C ' )  for q" - - (A i  . . . .  , A '~ ,  e, 0, a') and C '  .= 
! ! t t p (~a ...... ~-1)  e {c"Z s ~ 0} '~-t iff a ~c~ a ,  where, for p l  1 ...... p l~  the final 
places of the n columns of c~', we have, 
(a) For  1 ~ k ,~ n, cd(pl~., k) = A~.. 
(b) r - -p ly .  - -p l  i and, for ply- ~ k ~p l~- ,  rx'(k,j) = a~_,U_t- 
(c) For  1 -~'/s < t -~.-J n, for rain' = min(p l~,p l ' t )  and max"  ---- 
max(p l  '~, p l 't), 
l 
(I ~;' -~m [ - -  1) -i . . . . .  -~ (I ~;,-q~.,._~ [ - -  1) 
if ~ ' - , ( t )  < ~' - , (s )  
max'  - -  rain' = (I/~,,-,~, [ - -  1) + ... . .  i (I ~; , - l ( !  ) 1 [ l) 
if Cr"-'(S) < ~r'-~(t) 
This  is proven by induction on the number  of base states in the sequence of 
instantaneous descriptions which capturcs the dynamics of (q, a I ,..., a,., C) ~-M~'* 
(q' ,  e, C'). The base step in this proof follows trivially, while the inductive 
step is based on the previous constructions. 
CLAIM 4. Let ~, q, C be as above. Thcre  is a sequence % ..... e~ of instan- 
taneous descript ions uch that, for 0 ~ s < b, 
Ca) ~.~  ~.~,~, 
(b) % --:= (q, a~ ,..., a r , C), 
(c) % : :  (qt ,  e, (e,..., e)), 
and 
(d) %,  % are the only instantaneous descript ions whose states are base 
states 
+ c~', where c~' is a terminal pattern and, for p l [  ..... p l "  the final places i ff  c, ~>~ 
of the n columns of ~', wc have, 
(a) p l ;  ~: --" = pl~ = pl~ r - I. 
(b) For  p l j  < k < ply- + r - -  1, oz'(k,] )  = a/c_~l,+ 1 . 
Our Theorem now easily follows. Q.E.D. 
We now il lustratc this theorem with the fol lowing SR2DM3 grammar.  
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F.XM~IPLE 3.1. Let  G =: (G, GO, GI ,  G2, 3t) ,  where, 
O) a - - ({s ,  t, u, ~), {t, u, ~}, {s -~ tuv}, s)  
(2) GO - -  ({t, a}, {a}, {t -+ aat, t --, at, t -~- aaaaaal, t --+ aa}, t) 
(3) G1 =: ({u, b}, {b), {u --+ bbbu, u --+ bbu, u --+ bu, u - ,  bbbbb}, u) 
(4) G2 := ({v, c}, {c}, {v -+ cv, v - - ,  cccccv, v -+ cccc}, v) 
(5) M:  : {(t--* aat, u -~  bbbu, v -+ cv, T) ,  (t -~  at, u -+ bbu, v -+ cccccv, T), 
(t .-+ aaaaaat, u --~ bu, v -+ cv, T), (t --~ aa, u --,  bbbbb, v --+ cccc, (F  2 < F~))}. 
We find that d = 6, g -= 6. We le t j  = 1 and construct he (6, 2 ) -QRTCM 
MI  which accepts L z . The transit ion function is defined so that the derivation 
inG,  
[abc]  
[abv |  
[ tuv]~ [tzbl j 
goes over into the sequence of 
((t, u, v, e, O, 
~MW fit, 
~'~-7 fit, 
~M~ 
fit, u, ~, m~ 
"M, ((t, U, .v, ma 
~---- ((t, u, v, m a 
'M  1 
'M~- ((t, U, V, ma 
t W ((t, u, v, ma 
t~  
'M  l 
where (r~j k is such that a( l )  - -  i, a(2) 
F'abc- 
-abc-] 
abe 
- . ~ abe|  " 
at~c I abe .  I abc 
aoc I abc l  [ I abe 
aoc I abe l  abe 
tbc [ :--> i . [ abc 
~ abe I ~d" 
oc I auc ][ abc 
uc I I abe 
" i v I abc 
I abe 
- ~ abc 
instantaneous descriptions, 
~1~), a~, (z, z)) 
u, v, "h , 1, ~l~), a ~°, (Z, Z)) 
u, v, e, o, ~.,) ,  a,, (cz, cZ)) 
((t, u, v, e, O, a12a), a s, (ccZ, cZ))  
,1,  ~,2a), aT, (ccZ, cZ)) 
,2, ~,.,~), a6, (ccZ, cz)) 
, 3, %23), aS, (ccZ, cZ))  
,4, ~10.~), a 4, (ccZ, cZ)) 
,5, ~i..,~), a3, (ccZ, ~z)) 
((t, u, v, e, O, 0"231) , a 2, (cZ, ccZ)) 
((t, u, v, m4 , 1, %a,), a, (cZ, ccZ)) 
(q,, e, (e, ~)) 
j and a(3) = k. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose L C X:  is a ( I ,n ) -QRTCM language, for n >/ 1. 
Then, there is an SR2DM3 grammar G -- (G, G 1 ,..., G,~ 1 , M)  ~ A such that 
L = Col(G). 
Proof. There is a (1, n) -QRTCM 1~I = (O, Z',/ ' ,  5, qo, Z, ~)  such that 
L = N(M). Let us define an SR2DM3 grammar G = (G, G 1 ,..., G,+ 1 , M), 
where, 
(1) G = ( (S ,  $1 .... , S . ,1} ,  {S~ .... , S.,1}, (S ~ S~ -.. S.+~}, S). 
(2) For 1 ~ i ~ n, G : (Vi, X;,  P i ,  S~.), where, 
(a) V i == (Si) U Z' 
(b) Z~ :-= Z 
(c) P~ --- {S~ -+ a~S~ i s :-- b'~i for (q2, (Ta ..... ~,)) e 3(ql, a, (W x ..... Wn)) 
where qx, q2 E Q, a e X, 14~,..., W n e _P, 71,..., ~', ~ (F*)" so long as I¥i = 
Z---~ ~i @ e for 1 <~ i ~ n}k J{S i - -+a[aEX} 
(3) a , . t  = (V,,~_ 1, Z ,+l ,  P , -a ,  Sn+0, where, 
(a) V.,  1 = g ~ Z 
(b) Z.+l = z 
(C) P,_.I = (ql --) aq2 I (q2, (~l ..... ~n)) e 3(ql ,  a, (W 1 .... , W.) )  where 
q l ,q2~Q,  a~27, W1 .... ,WneF ,  Yl ..... y .~( / ' * ) "  so long as Wi=Z- - , "  
Yi @ e for 1 ~< i ~< n} w (ql --~ a [ (q2, (e ..... e)) ~ 3(ql, a, (Z,..., Z)) for qa, 
q26Q and a~X} 
(d) S,,~ - -  qo 
(4) .'14 = {(S 1 ~ ava S i .... , S ,  ~ air, IS , ,  ql ~ aqo , O) ] (q,, , (~1 ,..., Y,) e 
3(ql, a, (W 1 ,..., I4~)) where ql, q2 e Q, a ~ 27, W a ..... Wn e/~ and ~1 ..... ~, 
(_P*)'~ so long as Wi==Z- -~7 i  v ae  for 1 ~ i~<n,  and 0=01^ . . .^0 , ,  
where, for 1 ~ i ~< n, 0i is the wff (Fi = Fn+~) if Wi = Z, while otherwise 
01 is the wff (F~+I < F;)} ~ {($1 -~ a,..., S,  --~ a, qa --~ a, T) ! (q.o, (e ..... e) 
8(qx, a, (7, .... Z)) where ql, q2 e Q and a e X}. 
Informally, 19I having counts of ca. ,..., c, on its n counters corresponds 
to G generating a proper partial pattern c~ with final places p l l  , . . . ,pl,+x, 
where, for 1 ~ i ~< n, ci ----- p l i  - -  Pl.+a >/O. 
We present he following without proof. 
CLAIM 1. Suppose o~ is a proper partial pattern over G and pl  1,...,pl,~È. I 
the final places of its n+ 1 columns such that for 1 ~ i~n,  di Z~pl i - -  
pl ,+l  >~ O, Yi =~ caiZ, c~(pli, i) = Si and c~(pln+x, n + I) - -q~Q.  Then, 
(q, a l " "  at,  (~1 . . . .  , ~,)) ~ (q', e, (~; ..... ~,~)) iff a ~- a' G 
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where c~' is a proper partial pattern such that if Pl l  .... ,pl'n+ 1 are the final 
places its n i-  1 columns, we have, 
(I) For l  ~<i c~n, , ' (p l~ , i )  == S~,d~ Ap l~_p l 'n~x ~)=0andy'~ =:ca~Z 
(2) ~'(p l ; , ,~,n -i- 1) =: q' 
(3) t - -p l~,~- -p l , _~ and for p l , _~k<:p l ; , , ,  ~'(k ,n - -1 )= 
ak-- pln.t.l+l • 
CLAIM 2. L -  -V(1VI)== {x. IS l " '  S,,1] :--~ ~ for ~ a terminal pattern, 
where, if p ln! l  is the final place of the (n -'-- 1)st column of r, p l ,~ 1 : - i x ]  
and x == 41 ,  ~ - 1) - ~(p~, ,÷~ , , ,  -i - 1)}.  
Now, G is robust and depth increasing with respect to G~+I, and thus 
G ~ A. We now must show that L := Col(G). We have from the above that 
L ~ Col(G). Let 1 ~ i ~ n. Now either G is depth increasing with respect 
to G i or it is not. If it is not, then the ith column of each terminal pattern 
~_ RL(G) is not included in Col(G). Suppose G is depth increasing with respect 
to Gi, and hence has no single production rules. Let r e RL(G) and consider 
a generation sequence, [S 1 ". S~] ~ ~1 , ~2 ..... % =~ ~, of ~. Notice that Gi 
has no e-rules as defined. Now, for I - j  ~ j ~ b, let pll.j be the final place of 
the ith column of c 9 . We have from above that for 1 ~ j  ~ b, pll.j .~ pl~+x.~-. 
Now, for 1 ~ j  ~ b -- 1, pl~_~.~ - - j  and pl,,+~,~ - :  b -- I. Since p l ia  = 1 
and pli.~,_~ Pl i .~ ~ b - - l ,  we cannot have an index 1 ~<jo ~ b such 
that pli,~-0_~--pli,~o ~."--. 2. This follows since if we did have such an index, 
we would have to have another index 1%:J l  -~ b such that ply.6, ~ = ply,6,  
which would imply that a h ~.,~ ~(~ using a single production rule from G. 
Thus, for all I ~<j < b -- I, pli.~.--pl~,~.¢~ = 1, which implics that for all 
1 ~ k ~ b, plea: = Pln+l.~: • From the definition of G, this implies that the 
ith column of ~- is the same as thc (n i 1)st column of ~-. Thus, this word of 
Col(G) is already in L = N(M). This shows that Col(G) CL. Hence, L = Col(G) 
and we are done. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose G =:= (G, Gx ..... G,,, M) EA is an SR2DM3 
grammar such that for all m = (Pl ..... p~, O)E M, 0 does not contain any 
relation symbols from the set R C {" ~:", "<"} .  Then G is called R-free. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose G = (G, G 1 .... , G , ,  M) e A for n >/ 1. Then there 
t ! t are grammars GI =: (G', G 1 ..... G , ,  M1)~d,  G2 =~ (G', G~ .... , Gn, M2)~A,  
such that Col(G) = Col(GI) = Col(G2), GI is ("="}-free and G2 is {"<")-free. 
Proof. Suppose n =--1. Then, for (p, 0)~:~I, EV(O=)= EV(OB) for all 
proper partial patterns c~,/3 over G. Its truth value is decided by substituting 
T for the sub-wff (F 1 =F1)  , anti F for the sub-wff (F1 < F~), and then 
evaluating the result. Call this result EV(O). Consider G = (G, G~, M) where 
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M::{(p ,  T) i (p, O) ~ Mand EV(O) . T} u ((p,F) i (P, O) c W/and EV(O) ::F}. 
It is easily seen that Col(G) :--: Col(G) and G is { . . . . . .  = , <"}-free. Our result 
then follows. 
Suppose n ) 2. By Theorem 3.2 there is a (1, n - I ) -QRTCM M such 
that Col(G) = N(M). By Theorem 3.3 there is an SR2DM3 grammar G = 
(t~, O~ .... ,0 , , ,  M) such that :V(M) ~ Col((~). Thus, Col(G) : ,: Col((1). 
From the proof of this latter theorem, we see that in any derivation of G, the 
length of the last column is less than or equal to the length of any of the other 
columns. Thus, letting M1 = {(Pl ..... p~, 01)~(pl .... ,p~ , 0) e./f/ and 01 
results from 0 by replacing the suh-x~4f (F i = F~) by the wff ~--(F~ < F,.)}, 
and M2-{(px  .... ,p~,O2) l(p~ ..... p~,O) c2V1 and 02 results from 0 by 
replacing the sub-wff (Fn <F~) by the wff --~(~ = F~)}, G1 - - (O ,  G~ ..... 
(S'~, M1) and G2 = (G, (~ ..... (~n, M2), we have that RL(G1) - RL(G2) 
and thus Col(G1) - - Col(G2) -- Col(G). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G = (G, G~ ..... G,,, M)  c A. There is a grammar 
~J -- ((~, ~l  ..... ~n ,  .~r) E zJ such that i f  G is depth increasing with respect to 
each of G1 ..... ~ then Col(G) is regular. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, there is a (1, n -  1)-QRTCM M such that 
Col(G) = ,V(19I). By Theorem 3.3, there is a grammar G = ((~, t~'~ ..... 
G , ,  ]~/)e A, such that Col(G) : : N(M). Thus, Col(G) -- Col(t~). From the 
latter part of the proof of Theorem 3.3, we see that if G is depth increasing 
with respect to each of (~1 ,..., Gn, then every r ~ RL(G) may be generated 
using length consistent rules. By Theorem 3.1, we then have that Cul(~) is 
regular. Our result follows. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION" 3.3. LetA~ ---- {Col(G) I G =: (G, G 1 ..... G, , M) ca)  and/~ n .... 
{N(M) I M is a (1, n)-QRTCM~, for n ~ 1. 
THEOREM 3.4. (From Kain (1972).) For n ~ I, ~'~ C O~+l • 
TtIEORE.~I 3.5. For n >~ I, each L ~ A n is context-sensitive. 
Proof. For n = 1, if L ~ An,  then L is regular and hence context-sensitive. 
Suppose n > I. By Theorem 3.2, A,, C ~-1 .  Our result now follows from 
Book and Greibach (1970). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Letting, Oo be the set of regular languages, we have that 
An : On-1 for n >~ 1. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. Q.E.D. 
TIIEOREM 3.6. For n ~ I, A,  C An~x .
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Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem 3.4, Corollary 3.3 and the 
fact that there are non-regular counter languages, such as L == {a"b" ' n )z 1}. 
Q.E.D. 
4. CONCI.USIONS 
Our 2-dimensional grammatical model can also be looked at as generating 
l-dimensional languages, namely the column languages. Based on our results, 
we may thus be said to have shown a correspondence b tween 2-dimensional 
data objects- rectangles- -which are generated via 2-dimensional regular 
production rules and 1-dimensional data objects--str ings--which can only be 
generated via l-dimensional non-regular production rules. This is akin to 
regulated rewriting schemes whereby a control structure associated with the 
application order of the production rules enhances the power of a base grammar. 
(See Salomaa (1973) for a good survey.) Our model may thus be considered 
as shape regulation as opposed to production regulation. Since we have enhanced 
the power of regular grammars, this shape regulation is interesting, in that 
most forms of production regulation do not enhance the power of regular 
grammars. 
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